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• The interconnecting web of humans with guides, guides with other spirits, and all 
with God 

• Comparing the connection of all spirits to radio waves of energy 
• The energy of thought, prayer, and intention 
• Every human has many essential roles to play 

 
 
God speaks. Your spirits listen. Your guides interpret, and those around you seek 

to be nurtured by something beyond what they are accustomed to experiencing. It is an 
enormously meaningful web of communication, speaking, listening, interpreting, 
seeking. All these characteristics are experienced at one level or another by all people. 
This web, this connectedness, is what we would like to focus your attention on at this 
time. 

We speak so often about love, the many forms of love, its multifaceted 
expression. But it is one thing to be aware of love and it is something else to be 
committed to its expression in a godly way. Your guides serve most specially to 
interpret, to give meaning to the presence of God as it can be experienced in your own 
lives. For us to interpret implies there is a seeking that is occurring. You seek to know, 
you seek to become. It is our loving meaning, our loving command, our loving duty to 
provide a context that allows each of you to understand more fully the undeniable 
presence of the Spirit Center you identify as God.  

For us to truly interpret, there must be those who seek, and among the seekers 
there must be those who listen, for seeking without listening is an empty exercise. 
Listening without seeking is aimless. If you do not seek and you don’t listen, our efforts 
to interpret fall upon hearts that are deaf. It doesn’t mean that when such is the case, 
we have nothing to offer, for we are part of your lives at all times. We interpret God’s 
presence, meaning we take the energy, the loving presence, and help to convert that 
energy so that you may resonate strongly in its presence. 

If we consider a radio station that broadcasts, if there is no antenna and there is 
no radio to receive those broadcasts, the energy still goes out, and in some ways that 
energy does penetrate all that exists and becomes part of it. But the real benefit to 
receiving what is being broadcast can only be truly and fully brought to life when there is 
an antenna to interpret, to focus those waves, and there is a receiver that turns that 
energy into recognizable sounds. It isn’t just the matter of having a radio and having a 
radio station; the radio must be plugged in. It is the energy that it receives that allows it 
to provide recognizable meaning from waves of energy that are otherwise undetectable. 

Each of you occupies a position within this network that is miraculously fluid, for 
sometimes you are the radio that receives energy, electrical energy, and converts what 
is being received into intelligible communications. Your function in human life is not 
merely limited to receiving. Each of you has the capacity to initiate, to become the 
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beginning of communication, a communication based on love and compassion. You 
have the intention of initiating that energy. That energy is sent forward, and we assist in 
interpreting that energy, directing it to be received by others.  

Your guides, therefore, interpret in more than one way, for we help giving 
meaning to the energy of God that surrounds all, but we also serve to focus your energy 
that you put forward toward others. Your prayers are focused through our presence. We 
take the energy of your love, of your thoughts, your concerns, we take all that is 
affirming, and we gather that energy, giving it meaning, so that it will be given true life in 
the lives of others.  

This network is not only a network involving God, your guides, yourselves. There 
is another network that is exclusive to your guides, exclusive to all whose life is purely in 
spirit. It is a network of energy by which we communicate with one another. It is 
because of that network that we know firsthand all about those for whom you pray. And 
when you pray for their strength, their peace, their healing, we gather the loving energy 
of those prayers and share it through this network, so that all for which you pray is 
effective and does make a difference. 

No prayer is lost. No loving thought evaporates and no longer exists. All that you 
think and do, all your intentions have their own resonance, their own kind of energy, and 
that resonance moves in only one direction, that being outward from the center. The 
ripples of that energy we know, we see, we feel. We employ that energy in ways that 
give strength and meaning to others.  

This whole network of communication between you and our lives and God’s 
presence is most real. It is undeniably present. Its strength far exceeds your 
imagination. It is a network that is best described as a network of energies, of waves of 
energy, of particles of energy.  

Thoughts, even thoughts, have their own energy. Your thoughts are obviously 
intentional. They don’t just happen. Thoughts may be understandings, they may be 
wishes, fears, celebrations, but there is something very concrete about the energy of 
thinking. It is that energy of thinking that impacts the lives of so many others. You 
therefore have a direct influence on another’s life, simply by thinking of that person in a 
loving manner. It is not necessary to belong to a particular school of faith, a school for 
the spirit. The act of thinking positively, affirmatively, toward another—the energy that 
comes forth ripples across this network of your guides and countless other spirits.  

We don’t speak with a voice. We speak with our hearts. Obviously, this is not a 
physical heart but a spiritual one. It belongs to the center of all you are as individuals. 
We speak with the heart, we listen with the heart, we understand with the heart, and we 
affirm with the heart.  

All of this belongs to the human experience as well. You share with us products 
of the heart, your longing, your pleading, your desire to help others. You are initiating 
that energy, and it is our loving duty to convert that loving energy, directing it in the most 
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effective way. We therefore serve as interpreters in both directions. We serve to provide 
a means of your understanding God’s truths; we also serve as a means of directing your 
own efforts that reflect God. 

You listen to us because you are aware of the feelings that we wish to convey, 
but we listen to you, not your words, rather what it is you truly wish to convey. We 
transfer the energy that is God’s presence into a form that you resonate fully with. It is a 
network of love, a network of faith and of understanding. It is a network of interpreters, a 
network of listeners, a network of doers, a network of those who pray. This vast 
interrelated mechanism, you might call it, is in fact a part of the Spirit Center. Each of 
you belongs to that Spirit Center, and therefore each of is a part of all that is.  

We say that life is sacred because of this interaction. Each participant in this 
network is essential. The network does not function without everyone. There are 
stations with strong antennas, stations with weaker antennas, and stations that don’t 
function effectively because of destroyed antennas. There are listeners who seek an 
understanding, but that seeking is largely unfulfilled without a way of converting the 
energy that is there into concepts that are understood.  

All components of this network are essential. All human beings are essential 
because everyone is part of this network. No one is more important than another. No 
presence is considered more valuable than that of another. God, we, you—all of us 
belong to this unified entity of energy. The one component that is shared by each entity 
is love. God’s presence is everywhere, not because God is in some geometric sense 
enormous. God is everywhere because you are part of that presence. You, each of you, 
serve to reflect that light, and in reflecting that light, the presence grows ever brighter. 

It is much like lighting many candles. For the total light to be visible as intended, 
all candles must be lit. For God’s presence to be truly manifest in human life, each of 
you has a role to play according to your own strengths. You interpret, receive, listen, 
and initiate. Everyone is part of that godly presence, that center energy that is the 
creator of all.  

Be willing to accept your fluidity in this network, allowing yourself to be the 
initiator, allowing yourself to be the recipient, allowing yourself to become the antenna 
that spreads God’s presence, allowing yourself to interpret your own experiences as 
evidence of God’s presence. You live with this fluidity constantly, and the strength of 
that network is because of your participation, the participation of all.  

Your participation as human beings is one part of the totality. There are many 
parts of which we can speak at another time. What is most important is to accept that 
each human being has many roles to play. Each role is equally important, essential, and 
belongs to the totality of the loving response that is ever-present: the God whom you 
seek, the God to whom you listen, the God you try to interpret, the God you receive.  

You are blessed as all are blessed. You are given strength as all are given 
strength. Rejoice, find comfort in that presence, and in your constant participation.   
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Amen. 

 


